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Wisconsin based Jade Group international, LLC (Jade Molds), was 

founded in 2006 by Patrick Smith with a simple goal in mind. To 

deliver Western quality injection mold making solutions, at China 

level prices, to Western injection molders so that they can compete 

with and beat China on injection mold part production jobs.

Core services that we offer in the USA, China, and India include:

o Injection Mold Making (production and rapid tooling)

o Part Production (injection molding, CNC machining, sheet metal)

o Engineering (mold and part design, DFMPro and Moldex3D)

o Rapid Prototyping (rapid tooling, CNC machining, sheet metal)

o Product Development (we help entrepreneurs launch) 

o Product Sales and Distribution (Amazon and fulfillment) 

Our Western engineers qualify all part and mold designs before our 

Western team living in China hands-on micromanage every mold 

build project and every production run to ensure success. With 

native English communication from start to finish on your project.

Jade Group INTL







MOLD MAKING: High production molds, rapid tooling, and more

INJECTION MOLDED PARTS: Low - high volume injection part production

SAVINGS: Great mold and part price keeps you globally competitive

EXPERTISE: Western engineer mold designs + DFMPro and Moldex3D

EXPERIENCE: Western mold makers and Western PMs in China

COMMUNICATION: Native English from start to finish

CAPACITY: New engineers, 10 new presses + expanded factory in 2020

FACTORY: Western managed ISO 9001:2015 China factory (59,000 sq ft)

QA/QC: Western hands-on quality control inspections and mold trials

BONUS SAVINGS: Save up to 50% off tariffs (legally) - Ask us how

TRUST: You work with Jade Group INTL, a USA company founded in 2006

Jade Molds Quick View





Technology + engineering experience + expertise = better mold designs



For better results our engineering teams use first-in-class software 

(DFMPro and Moldex3D) to highly qualify your part designs and 

our mold designs. These engineering assists help us to create highly 

qualified mold designs that dramatically mitigate your future risk. 

DFMPro is a fantastic tool that allows our engineering team to 

quickly identify any initial part design issue(s) and point them out to 

you fast so you can fix them, or we can quickly fix them for you. This 

use of technology throughout the design evaluation process helps us 

help you quickly finalize and validate your part design(s).

By using first-in-class software solutions like DFMPro that speeds up 

your part design validation process our team has extra time to do a 

deeper engineering DFM analysis that delivers many experienced 

based DFM insights that technology alone cannot address.

DFMPro is used on all injection molding projects at Jade and on all 

rapid prototype manufacturing projects. Including CNC machined 

parts, 3D printed parts, vacuum cast parts, and sheet metal parts.

DFMPro



Leverage Moldex3D well and it acts like a virtual time machine 

that takes you to your future mold trial, identifies unknown future 

problems now, and let’s you fix those problems long before you 

ever consider cutting tool steel.

That is our approach, leverage Moldex3D to its fullest capability to 

help mitigate future risk via highly accurate simulation analyses like 

mold flow, pack, cooling, surface defects, and warp. The results for 

our customers are highly accurate injection mold designs that will 

perform as predicted when built.

With Moldex3D we have also invested in the skilled engineers plus 

computing infrastructure and power required to leverage Moldex3D 

well. The results are good, Moldex3D has assisted our engineers in 

identifying hard to know problem areas many times, enabling them 

to help our clients avoid hard to know downstream issues.

Get better mold designs, great mold builds, and quicker mold trials 

with Jade Molds and Moldex3D.

Moldex3D





Factory 59,000 sq ft



At the heart of our business model is our Western approach to mold 
making and manufacturing in China. This includes: Western engineering 
and Western mold making methodology. Plus, Westerners living in China 
who hands-on micromanage every project at the factory. 

o Focus on Western engineering and mold designs

o Focus on Western quality at China price points

o Focus on Western mold builders living & working in China

o Focus on Western QA/QC and Western run mold trials in China

o Focus on Western project managers living in China

o Focus on native English communication at all project stages

As Westerners, we instinctively understand your project needs and the 
market pressures you are facing. This understanding uniquely positions 
us as an offshore mold making partner who will deliver you quality and 
project success consistently. Success at great price points that work.

Western Mold Makers in China 



How can we help you?



www.JadeMolds.com



Automotive



As Westerners, we fully understand how your automotive injection 
mold timelines directly relate to keeping your project and vehicle 
launch programs on schedule. We can help you launch on time.

At our ISO and IATF accredited China facilities our Western mold 
making methodology paired with our Western managers hands-on 
approach on the factory floor help to ensure your mold meets spec, 
trials well, ships on time, and works well right out of the shipping 
crate, in the specific press at your factory that you need it to work in. 

When molds are larger in size and more complex in design (auto mold 
traits), the price goes up and the risk goes up. You simply cannot fail 
on automotive molds as the knock-on effects are enormous. So, how 
does Jade approach bigger molds and more complex projects?

1. Heavy use of DFMPro and Moldex3D: We leverage both to their 
full potential to assist our engineers in qualifying your part design 
and our mold design to vastly mitigate future risk.

2. Native English Communication: With project complexity comes 
the need for crystal clear communication. Every KEY engineer and 
manager on our team speaks native English.

3. Quality Control: Who inspects your offshore mold? Our Western 
team in China. Who runs your mold trial? Same answer.

Automotive Molds







We work with P20 tool steel (and similar steel) to fabricate your rapid 
injection molds because of the added value to you…double the parts 
or more at half the cost compare to rapid tooling programs in the 
West. With our focus on Western quality at China price points you will 
get a fantastic ROI on your rapid tooling project with Jade Molds.

o Quick turnaround molds + parts that match high production parts

o Our steel rapid tools deliver more parts than you are used to

o Our rapid tooling programs deliver you a much better ROI

o Complicated part designs are not a problem for our rapid tools

o Pricing and timing that you will be pleasantly surprised by

Get to the market faster, get to revenue faster, and get a better ROI 
with Jade’s rapid tooling programs.

info@JadeMolds.com to discuss your project needs.

Rapid Tooling (with great ROI)



Ask yourself this. Why are your skilled mold builders spending time 

fabricating mold bases? Keep your skilled team focused on skilled 

injection mold building tasks. Try our complete mold base solutions 

and stay globally competitive.

What are your options for building mold bases?

1. Buy blanks from domestic mold base suppliers and build your mold 

base in-house (inefficient and expensive).

2. Buy completely machined mold bases from domestic mold base 

suppliers (efficient and expensive).

3. Buy completely machined custom offshore mold bases from Jade 

Molds (efficient and inexpensive).

Outsource where it makes sense. In-house build where it makes sense. 

info@JadeMolds.com to discuss your project needs.

Custom Mold Bases



Do you have an interesting application for injection molding?

Something you may not have considered before? How about starch 
based Pet Treats? Our high capacity, high cavitation molds for dog 
treats are typically 50% cheaper than USA built injection molds and 
will still meet your needs with feature sets such as:

1. Stainless steel A and B plates

2. Diffusion bonded hot runner system, superior to brazed for 
cleanliness

3. Full stainless steel manifold. Superior to brazed P20 steel manifolds

4. Low waste, full individual valve gates

5. Up to 96 cavities, high productivity

6. Complex designs with side actions are no problem

7. Mold trials in a range of standard treat formulations

Pet treat molds are one example of how our team of engineers and 
mold makers are well versed in a diverse range of injection molding 
applications. How can we help you?

Interesting Applications



Injection Molding Part Production

40T  to  1100T  |  10 NEW Presses in 2020 (29 Total)

How can we help you?



Part Production Services



For robust prototype parts and production parts CNC machining is a 

fantastic no tooling option. For products that we develop internally, a 

CNC machined prototype part is our preferred rapid prototype option

because the strength of the part (compare to 3D printed parts) gives 

more accurate testing, evaluating, and design validation results. Plus, 

great evaluation of the aesthetic looks and feel of any surface finish.

Get in touch with our team if you have prototype or production needs 

for CNC machined parts. Great price. Great quality. Many options.

CNC Machining (prototype & production)

When it comes to sheet metal fabrication: CNC laser cutting, CNC 

punching, CNC folding, stamping, welding, drilling, tapping, and wire 

cutting, we use all these capabilities and more to make your parts.

Cabinets, enclosures, housings, chassis, brackets, consoles, shelving, 

racks, are all examples of the kind of sheet metal projects that Jade 

delivers on. Contact our Western project team to learn more about 

sheet metal at Jade.

Prototype or production parts…how can we help you?

Sheet Metal Work (prototype & production)



You may have your own shipping option and that is fine. But before 

you ship talk to us. We have shipped thousands of molds and parts all 

over the world since 2006. We have great options for you. Plus, if you 

use our DDP shipping option for shipping to the USA you can save up 

to 50% off your import tariffs, legally. 

Shipping

While a big portion of our business is making and exporting molds to 

the West, we also offer turnkey injection mold part production, where 

we make your mold, make your parts, and store your mold in China. A

great option for entrepreneurs. A great option for injection molders 

who use rapid tooling for design verification or for bridge production.

Asset Management

Data security is critically important in the era we live in. Do you trust 

your offshore mold maker and manufacturer with your data? If so, you 

should seriously ask yourself…why? At Jade, our Western IT managers 

use AES encryption methods for storing and transferring data, adhere 

to industry standard best practices, and limit internal access to data to 

a need-to-know basis. We protect your IP data.

Data Security







Jade Group INTL and Jade Molds deliver Western quality injection 

molds to Western injection molders at the offshore price points they 

need to be able to compete globally and beat China on injection 

molding part price. So, they can win more part production jobs and 

grow their business. We also help entrepreneurs launch product 

successfully with turnkey injection mold part production solutions.

From a few parts delivered from a single rapid tool to highly complex, 

high volume, multiple injection mold packages, we will help you with 

the Western injection mold and part quality you need, at the price 

points the market demands, so that you can beat your competition.

How do we do it? Western engineering plus quality control on the 

ground in China with Westerners living in China who run the factory, 

run QC,  and hands-on micromanage every critical aspect of each 

injection mold being made and each injection mold part production 

run. info@JadeMolds.com to discuss your project needs.

Stay Globally Competitive

& Beat Your Competition



o Injection Mold Making (production molds)

o High Volume Injection Mold Part Production

o Rapid Tooling (low-volume molds)

o Low Volume Rapid Injection Mold Part Production

o Custom and Complete Mold Base Solutions

o Engineering (part and mold design)

o Moldex3D and DFMPro (a la carte)

o MIM (metal injection molding)

o Rapid Prototyping (CNC machining and sheet metal)

o High Volume Production (CNC machining and sheet metal)

How can we help you?

Visit www.JadeMolds.com to learn more or email info@JadeMolds.com
to start your project review. Thank you for your time.


